Lanitis Group

Chairman's Welcome
At Lanitis Group course through time has formed the basis on which our development is
founded. Since our establishment at the end of the 19th century our values have remained
unchanged: Reliability, Integrity and Social Contribution.
The vision of the Lanitis Group is to have a positive contribution though time to the Economy
and the Society based on development, innovation and quality, aiming to ensure a dynamic
future perspective.
-

By establishing a framework of reliability the Group plays a pioneering and innovative role in
products and services securing at the same time its profitability and participating actively in the
economic and social life of our country.
"It is our conviction", as Evagoras Lanitis used to say, "that as well as being profitable an
enterprise must also contribute to society as a whole".
Over four generations the dynamic approach of our people determines our business
perspective. The Lanitis Group, while moving forward with modern business methods and
practices has never ceased to maintain and preserve its values on which it has laid the
foundations of its past and plans its future with determination.
Platon E. Lanitis
Chairman

Lanitis Group of Companies
The Lanitis Group of Companies , one of the largest business groups in Cyprus, was
established towards the end of the 19th century and is currently under the leadership of the
fourth generation of the Lanitis family. The Group is also one of the biggest employers of the
private sector in Cyprus. Based on its values - reliability, integrity and quality - the Group plays a
pioneering and innovative role in the industries that it operates in through time. While securing
its sound financial standards, the Group at the same time participates and contributes actively in
the economy and social life of the country.
The Group is active in a diversified set of business fields, such as construction, property
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development, tourism and travel, hotels, transport, leisure and entertainment, restaurants, golf,
marinas, energy, trading and commodities.

The Evagoras & Kathleen Lanitis Foundation
The Evagoras and Kathleen Lanitis Foundation was founded in 2001 as a non profit
organization by Costas, Platon, Marios and Isabella Lanitis. The Foundation was created in
memory of the late Evagoras Lanitis and aims to continue his social contribution. Among other,
it organizes and sponsors cultural and educational events, which promote human
achievements.
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